=[ PLEASURE NOT CRUEL FACILITY ]
fox demanse

is
eighteen thousand miles
in diameter. Sometimes you can hear a carelessness
in the air. It sounds like snow
falling on canvas.

the forest has
an underground
or subterranean entrance; I go there
to be surprised
“!“

I myself am an absolute abyss.
—Antonin Artaud

by my own memories
. Once, I was very certain
about my Destination;
XXX
X
Now I am less certain about one thing
only –
the weather; why it is always beating Down
so hard , and why — at the point at which the forest declines , wets
with rot , becomes drug fruit ; hangs like dead . + yet its shame is still , alive and spreading .

[ REDACTED NOT CRUEL FACILITY ]

— the heliport
blazes, its lights miraculous
Dumplings ; the size of closed
hands.
The Fox archipelago is [ REDACTED ]
or , in fact , merely at peace
with itself. i wish i was the side fallen
over of a blank , body in its hands; the ornate
Beaut, is lingering, and run about
with birds.
Green waste ; it is junk , or snake ( d )
Eat ; the mask and its widened ceremonials — a region of an empire , underpass ,
+

gold face . tselinoyarsk , it was entered

+

by nudity ; the naked body of a snake , its stomach

ripening
as we speak

; ; ; to wide fruit , penumbra , hanging ripens , knots — a river of black

green
The debris of audiovisual production, the trash that washes up on the digital economies’ shores.
—Hito Steyerl
blooms , these + grow into the body’s underneath . which slid
into the region , , eventually
Later island is future; knowing that no Body is capable
of withstanding the pressure of remembering
its own annihilation – of how No Body is capable
of remembering its own murder . the facility was stabbed
with Different elements; white covered and graceless
men , who arched their fingers around their fingers;
and shot white, brilliant air into the sky .

[ MISSION OBJECTIVES NOT CRUEL FACILITY ]

index to become less rendered within the surface area of the jungle ; faces cannot be testified ,
elongated , kissed
openly . pressure flows from
the finger into

the finger .

"your mission is to infiltrate Tselinoyarsk in the Soviet mountains, ensure the safety of Sokolov, and bring
him back to the West."
The fury ; the fury ; the fury ; the argument ; the quarry ; the machine tool
sheds in which i accumulated sadness . the waiting ; the waiting ; the fury
of being seen
&c
devoured , by listless animals — frightful , and each with gore in their mouths .

